## Agenda

**EWC power teams: leadership & coordination training**  
4-6th February 2025

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day 1</th>
<th>Day 2</th>
<th>Day 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:00 – 10:30  | Taking the lead & strengthening cooperation chair/secretary and coordinator priorities, dos and don’ts, conflict solving strategies  
input, pair work, coaching supervision  | Recent evolutions and new initiatives  
support from industriAll Europe  
Q&A  |
|               | **coffee break**                                                                                 |                                                                                                 |
| 11:00 – 12:30 | **EWC/SE WC storyline**  
evolution of the EWC/SE WCs: experiences, obstacles, solutions  
pre-course assignment, presentation in teams  | **Key stakeholders working together for EWC**  
Select Committee, all members, trade unions: how to make them dedicated for EWCs?  
exploration in working groups  |
|               | **coffee break**                                                                                 | **Commitments**  
individual preparation, sharing in plenary  
closing the training, evaluation  |
| 14:00 – 15:30 | **the EWC power team: leading roles of the coordinator and the chair/secretary**  
practice, potential and limits  
discussion in working groups  | **SWOT analysis of the EWC/SE WC agreement and practice**  
teamwork, peer comments, debate in plenary  |
|               | **coffee break**                                                                                 | departure                                                                                       |
| 16:00 – 17:30 | **Guidelines to develop EWC/SE WCs**  
confronting experiences and expectations  
report of the working groups, debate  | **Action plan for a more efficient EWC/SE WC**  
designing the EWC leadership roadmap  
closing comments of the day  |
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